Background & Summary:

The incidence of early-onset colorectal cancer (EOCRC) has been alarmingly increasing in people less than 50 years old to more than 50% since 1994 (1). EOCRC is defined as colon and rectal cancers diagnosed before the age of 50 years old. The number of diagnosed EOCRC cases is expected to increase to over 140% by 2030 (2). The raising of EOCRC made it the second most common cancer and the third cause of cancer mortality for this age group (1,3). Although the mortality rate of late-onset CRC in people aged 50 or older (LOCRC) declined by around 34%, it has raised in EOCRC by 13% (3). This trend of increased incidence of EOCRC is observed internationally as well (4). Clinically, over 70% of EOCRC patients are diagnosed at stage III or IV with a delay in diagnosis of at least six months in around 40% of cases.

While around 30% of EOCRC cases are hereditary; the remaining 70% of driver mutations are unknown (5). In addition, EOCRC has different signatures than LOCRC that has not been catalogue in detail yet (6). Exposome is the human environmental exposures of external or internal environmental risk factors such as antibiotic or gut microbiota. Exposome has been linked to EOCRC in epidemiological studies. However, more concrete studies are needed to evaluate the role of exposome in the biological mechanism and development of EOCRC (7).
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1. What is known about incidence and mortality trends, birth cohort effects, and associations with risk factors?: Rebecca Siegel
   (https://mdacc.box.com/s/9wpfmlag93jzd2va88h9x30egml05wj)
2. Etiological factors of EOCRC: Rick Woychik.
   (https://mdacc.box.com/s/ssiwra6vklku9l9d1rme42bdgyn0xx0)
3. Translational opportunities and clinical experiences: John Carpten.
   (https://mdacc.box.com/s/2mpawn4spimjyk45sakd611lu0gplu1p)
   (https://mdacc.box.com/s/07tq4q76jxicgy289qvczstg8b49xk9q)
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12. Microbiome interactions: Cynthia L. Sears
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13. Dietary and environmental exposures: Stephen Baylin
    (https://mdacc.box.com/s/6z5rtjsd2o1a4yrogumib1j2bgl6hs57)
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